This report is written to address the exchanges taken between 2 cities (Kurnool & Nagpur).

The first day had some introduction speech from director, students and faculty including lightening the candle. Then cultural dance was performed by students of Kurnool. After that exchanges like names, hobbies, hometown, etc was happening between the students.

The second day includes many competitions. Before that the introduction of AP city was done which was basically telugu workshop. We were supposed to learn and remember some telugu words with their meaning. A competition was also held for the same. Then competition like essay writing, cooking and treasure hunt was there. We got a chance to showcase our writing skills and while playing treasure hunt we were discovering the college.

Then begins the third day with a visit to bird sanctuary, deer sanctuary. Then we took many photos, saw many deers. Then we went to a lake and relaxed there for some time. Then after the lunch, we visited the fort, church, tomb, etc.

Then in the morning of fourth day, we visited the rock garden and climbed the rocks, tried the swings. After some time we visited the famous temple of BALBRAHMA SWAMI. Beside the temple there was a dargah type thing also. Then after visiting the temple and dargah, we were now at river Tungabhadra’s tat. There we went on the river in a bowl shaped boat.

In the final day of the program we all had to wear our traditional costumes. There was the concluding speech by director, faculty and students. Then winners of various competitions were announced and awarded with certificates. Then various performances were performed by both the college students. And we had the the young twister game. Then ramp walk and DJ for some time. Then the final photoshoot was done.

The aim of this trip was to let two cities know each other and it’s half done.